English Curriculum Map Overview 2020/2021

Revision for English
Literature Paper 1:
A Christmas Carol &
Anthology poems
Romeo & Juliet

Perceptively analyse how a
poet uses language, structure
and imagery to communicate
Mock examination
English Language

Revision for English
Literature Paper 2: B
Shakespeare &
Unseen poetry

A Christmas Carol
Analyse and comment on
Dicken's use of language

Perceptive analysis and
inference of 2 travel writing texts
Romeo & Juliet
Perceptive analysis of
how language is used

Shakespeare & Elizabethan
society/theatre.

Revision for English
Language Paper 1 & 2
Context of different wars/conflicts.
Insight into Political issues &
conditions faced by soldiers.
Different celebrations
/festivals from across
British History & Culture.

Moral responsibility

Descriptive and
Narrative writing

Context of 1970s Liverpool

Religious views of
people at the time.

Victorian England. Social
mobility. The political system,
poverty & class in British History.

to read, analyse &
evaluate how writers
establish viewpoint

The political system, poverty
& class in British History

Manipulation/coercion

Understanding of people's beliefs
in the supernatural. Historical
beliefs linked to fairy tales,
vampires, scientific advancements
around the time of gothic etc.

Perceptively evaluate
how language is used to
create tension and
claustrophobia
Independently analyse
the opening of 'The Birds'

Modern day issues:
Arranged/forced marriage,
Gang & knife crime/culture.

Analyse and evaluate the
work of Shakespeare and
Barrett Browning
Specific timing of this scheme
links into Remembrance Day
BBC News Club

Social mobility. The political system,
poverty & class in British History.
How women/the poor were
treated differently. Morality.
responsibility

Crime &
Punishment during
the Victorian era

BBC News Club

Understanding of Tyrannical
rule, dictatorships. Russian
Revolution.

How leadership can
impact others.
Importance of teamwork

Shakespearean sonnets
and other famous poets
Analyse how language is
used to establish plot,
characters and relationships

Travel & mobility. Beliefs
on magic/supernatural.

Travel & mobility

Exploring issues of migration & the
impact this can have on those affected.

Shakespeare &
Elizabethan Theatre.

BBC News Club
Understanding the
historical context of the
World/America 1930s.

Historical beliefs linked to fairy tales,
vampires, scientific advancements
around the time of gothic etc.
The desire for power &
the benefits/dangers this
can bring
Taking responsibility for
our actions & doing the
right thing

Reading a modern
British play Social mobility

Exploring the consequences
to breaking the Law

Looking at the impact of bullying/our
words & actions can have on others
BBC News Club

BBC News Club

Shakespeare & Elizabethan
Theatre. Beliefs on the
Supernatural/Witches
Looking at social media;
how celebrities can be
seen as role models and
what a good role model is

BBC News Club

BBC News Club

Accelerated reading

Accelerated reading
Accelerated reading

Understanding the historical
context of places &
Victorian education

Accelerated reading
BBC News Club

Looking at how other
people/other Religions live

Accelerated reading

Accelerated reading

Looking at changing
attitudes towards
minority groups &
women.

